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§ 4. Transfer. Let M be a Lie group, and G a closed subgroup. Let 
V be a vectorspace and n a representation of Min V. The complex OM 
of M -equivariant V -valued cochains on M is a sub complex of the complex 
Oa of G-equivariant V-valued cochains. The injection n: OM --7- Oa 
induces a map n*: H*(M, V, n)=H*(OM) ___,.. H*(Oa)=H* (G, V, n). If 
M fG is compact and has an invariant volume element (relative the 
action of M on MfG) then there is also a cochain map -r: Oa ___,..OM such 
that -rn=identity map. Hence there is an induced -r*: H*(G, V, n)--+ 
H*(M, V, n) such that -r*n* =identity. 
Proof: Let f be a G-equivariant n-cochain on M with values in V. 
Define for any (n+ I)-tuple in M a function F.,,. ····"'n: M ___,.. V by 
F, ..... a:n(Y)=n(y) f(y-1x0 , ... , y-1xn), y EM. By the G-equivariance off it 
follows that F ""· .... xJY g)= F.,,, .... xJY) for any g E G. Hence F.,,, .. ·"'n 
induces naturally a map MfG ___,.. V. Put 
f ( Xo, ... ' Xn) = J F ""· ... • "'n d V 
MIG 
where dv is the invariant volume element in MfG. By 
and the invariance of dv it follows that 
f(xx0 , ••• , xxn) = n(x) f(x0 , ... , xn), 
i.e. -rf is M-equivariant. Further -rd=d-r. After normalizing dv m such 
a fashion that f.ll-f;adv =I we have i'f} = id. 
It follows therefore that dim H*(G, V, n) >dim H*(M, V, n) for any 
closed subgroup G C M, such that MfG is compact and has an invariant 
volume element. The last requirement is automatically satisfied if G is 
discrete since we have 
Lemma. If G is a discrete subgroup of topological group M such that 
M fG is compact, then M is unimodular and M fG admits an invariant 
measure. 
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Proof: The projection e from M to the space MjG of left G-cosets 
is a covering map because G is discrete. The right translations from G 
in M leave e invariant. Therefore the right invariant Haar measure in 
M induces a measure in MfG. Under left translations in M the Haar 
measure is reproduced up to a factor, and therefore the induced measure 
in J.WjG is reproduced up to a factor under left translations. However, 
MjG being compact the total measure of it must be finite, and since 
MjG is mapped l-l onto itself by any left translation the total measure 
is preserved. Hence left translations preserve the measure in M jG and 
therefore also in M. 
As a consequence of the aforesaid we have 
Theorem 7. Let M be a Lie group and G a discrete subgroup such 
that MjG is compact. Then the betti numbers of G are bounded below 
by the betti numbers of M. The betti numbers are defined to be the 
dimensions of the group cohomology spaces of G and M with real coeffi-
cients and G and M acting trivially. 
Let T be a manifold on which M acts without fixed points, G a closed 
subgroup of M such that MjG is compact and has an invariant volume 
element. Then by applying the transfer mechanism to the complex of 
G-invariant differential forms on T one finds that the betti numbers of 
the complex of G-invariant differential forms on T are bounded below 
by the betti numbers of the M-invariant differential forms. In particular 
one finds 
Theorem 7'. If M is a connected Lie group and G a discrete subgroup 
~uch that MjG is compact, then the betti numbers of the space MjG 
are bounded below by the betti numbers of the Lie algebra of M. 
Remark: The inequalities for the betti numbers in theorems 7 and 
7' are the best ones in general. However, there are individual cases in 
which they are definitely not the best. 
§ 5. Discrete subgroups of nilpotent Lie groups. The ultimate purpose 
of this section is to prove 
Theorem 8. Let M be a nilpotent Lie group such that M modulo the 
maximal connected subgroup is finitely generated. Let G be a discrete 
subgroup such that MjG is compact. Let n be a nilpotent linear represen-
tation of M in a vectorspace V. Then the restriction homomorphism 
'YJ* : H*(M, V, n) ---7- H*(G, V, n) is an isomorphism onto. 
The restriction homomorphism 'YJ* is the one defined in § 3. A linear 
representation n of M in V is said to be nilpotent if n(M) is a nilpotent 
linear group, i.e. if for any a EM, n(a) -lis a nilpotent endomorphism of V. 
The above theorem is a slightly generalized reformulation of a theorem 
of NoMrzu [6] in cohomological terms. From this theorem there follows 
easily by making use of the bigraded complexes considered in theorem 3 
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Theorem 9. Let in addition to the assumption in theorem 8, X be a 
principal fibre bundle manifold forM. Then on X the cohomology of the 
complex of M-equivariant differential V-forms is isomorphic to the 
cohomology of the G-equivariant differential V -forms. In particular this 
holds when X= M. 
Let L be a Lie group, N a closed normal subgroup of L. Let V be a 
vectorspace in which L operates by a representation n. For any N-
equivariant cochain f on L we define as before (see §3d) 
e(a) f(xo, ... , Xn)=n(a) f(a-1Xo, ... , a-lxn), a E L. 
The induced representation in H*(N, V, n) will be denoted by e*. The 
same e* can also be obtained from a slightly different action of M on 
the N -equivariant cochains. Define namely 
e' (a) f(xo, ... ,xn)=n(a)f(a-1 xoa, ... ,a-1 xna). 
We have e'(a)=a(a) o e(a), where a(a) j(x0 , ... , xn)=f(x0a, ... , xna). As one 
can show by writing down explicitly a homotopy operator a(a) is homo-
topic to the identity. Therefore e and e' induce the same action of L on 
H*(N, V, n). 
Further it is easily seen that restriction of the arguments from L to N 
is a cochain equivalence from the complex of N -equivariant cochains on 
L to the complex of N-equivariant cochains on N. Now the action e' 
of L makes also sense on the complex of N-equivariant cochains on N. 
And e' 0 restriction=restriction 0 e'· Hence the action e* of L on 
H*(N, V, n) is also obtained by making L operate on the complex of 
N -equivariant cochains on N by 
e'(a)f(xo, ... ,xn)=n(x)f(a-1 Xoa, ... ,a-1 xna), Xi EN, aEL. 
Now we can state 
Lemma. Let M be a Lie group, La Lie subgroup of M, and N 2 C N1 C M 
closed normal subgroups of M of finite homology type. Let V be a vector-
space and n a linear representation of M in V. Suppose that L acts (by 
inner automorphisms) trivially on N1/N2 and (bye*) as a nilpotent linear 
group on H*(N2 , V, n). Then L acts (by e*) also as a nilpotent linear 
group on H*(Nv V, n) 1 ). 
Proof: Let 0 denote a bigraded complex for the pair Nv N 2 similar 
to the bigraded complex for the pair M, G utilized in theorem 5. So 
for •f• E 0 we have 
•f'(zx0 , ••• , zx., z1y1, ... , z,y,) = 
=n(z) •f•(x0 , ••• , x., Yv ... , y,), xi E Nv Yi E N1, z E N 2• 
1 ) We mean by this that L acts as a nilpotent linear group in every homogeneous 
(finite dimensional) component of H*(Ni, V, n). 
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Put for any a E L, 
e"(a) rt(xo, ... , Xr, Yv ... , y.) = 
=n(a) rt(a-1xoa, ... , a-1xra, a-1y1a, ... , a-1y.a). 
e"(a) commutes with the two partial coboundary operators and preserves 
degrees. The d2-cocycles of secondary degree 0 are precisely the N1-
equivariant cochains on N 1, and on these e" coincides with e'. Since 
furthermore 0 is cochainequivalent to the complex of N1-equivariant 
cochains on N 1 (i.e. the natural projection from the last into the first is 
an isomorphism onto for the cohomology) we find that e" induces in 
H*(O) ~ H*(Nv V, n) the same representation of L as e*. 
The term E1 of the spectral sequence arising from filtering 0 by the 
secondary degree is the complex of inhomogeneous cochains on N 1JN2 
with values in H*(N2, V, n). Since the inner automorphisms of M induced 
by L leave N1fN2 pointwise invariant (by assumption) the action of L 
on the elements of E1 consists simply in the action of L on the range 
(i.e. H*(N2, V, n)) of the inhomogeneous cochains on N1fN2• Since by 
assumption L acts nilpotently on H*(N2, V, n), L acts nilpotently on the 
term Ev and therefore also on all succeeding terms of the spectral sequence. 
Hence L acts nilpotently on E 00 • However, E 00 is the bigraded vector-
space associated with the filtered space H*(Nv V, n). Since in every 
homogeneous component of H*(Nv V, n) the filtration is finite it follows 
that L acts nilpotently in every homogeneous component of H*(Nv V, n). 
As a consequence of the lemma we find 
Proposition. Let L be a nilpotent Lie group such that L modulo its 
maximal connected subgroup is finitely generated, n a nilpotent repre-
sentation of Lin a vectorspace V. Let N be a closed normal subgroup 
of L. Then L acts by e* as a nilpotent linear group in H*(N, V, n). 
Proof: First we observe that by the assumption on L any closed 
normal subgroup of L is of finite homology type ( § 3 d). Let now 
01 C 0 2 C ... C Ok=L be the ascending central series in L. Define N;.= 
= N n 0,. N, is normal in L, and L acts by inner automorphisms trivially 
on N;./N;._1• Finally L acts trivially on N1 and nilpotently on V. Therefore 
by repeated application of the previous lemma L acts as a nilpotent 
linear group on H*(N, V, n). 
Now we may prove theorem 8. 
Let 00 = (I) C 0 1 C 0 2 C ... C Ok=M denote the ascending central 
series of M. Put G,=G 0,. By a theorem of MA.TSUSHIMA [7] every G;. 
is closed and O.JO, n G is compact. Further G, is normal in Gi+1 and 
G,+1/G;.=0>+1f(Oi+1 n G)O;. is compact according to the quoted theorem. 
Since the cohomology of a compact group is 0 in every positive dimension, 
we find by the generalized Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence that 
H*(Gi+v V,n)"'H0(G,+1/G;.,H*(G;., V,n))=spaceofelements of H*(G,, V,n) 
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invariant under Gi+lfGi. By the preceding proposition Gi+1 acts nilpotently 
on H*(G, V, n) bye*· Therefore Gi+lfGi acts nilpotently on H*(Gi, V, n), 
but since Gi+1 fGi is compact it acts even trivially. So 
or 
H*(GHv V, n) ,......, H*(Gi, V, n). 
This implies 
H*(M, V, n),......, H*(Gk, V, n),......, H*(G0, V, n)=H*(G, V, n). 
Remark: A special case of theorem 8 occurs when M is discrete, 
finitely generated, and M JG finite. But then after some minor adap-
tations the same proof still works in case Vis taken to be a vectorspace 
over a field of characteristic not dividing the order of MfG. So we have 
Theorem 8'. Let M be a finitely generated discrete nilpotent group, 
G a subgroup such that MJG is finite, and n a nilpotent representation of 
M in a vectorspace over a field of characteristic not dividing the order 
of MfG. Then therestrictionhomomorphismn* :H*(M, V, n) -H*(G, V, n) 
is an isomorphism onto 
§ 6. The purpose of this section is to indicate the proofs that are 
missing in § 3 d. 
All manifolds, mappings, functions etc. will be 0"" so that we shall 
not mention this explicitly time. and again. 
Let G be a Lie group, not necessarily connected, acting freely on a 
manifold M, V a vectorspace and n a representation of G in V and finally 
T a manifold. 
Let F•(M, T) be the space of V-valued functions on M-+1 x T such that 
for any f E F•(M, T), f(gx0 , ••• , gx., t)=n(g) f(x0 , ••• , x,, t); df is defined in 
the usual way by omitting successively the xi. If T consists of a single 
point we may as well omit the reference to T and write F•(M). 
Now for any T, F•(M) ® RT, where RT is the space of real valued 0"" 
functions on T, has a natural injection 'fJ into F•(M, T). 'fJ commutes 
with differential operators. So there results a homomorphism 
n* : H(F•(M)) ® RT __,_.. H(F•(M, T)). 
Since H(F•(M))=H•(G, V, n) we have 
n* : H•(G, V, n) ® RT- H(F•(M, T)). 
We want to investigate the validity of proposition 
(P) n* : H•(G, V, n) ® RT __,_.. H(F•(M, T)) is an isomorphism onto for 
all s and any quadruple M, T, V, n subject to the above 
conditions. 
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First we derive a few consequences from (P). Suppose that H•(G, V, n) 
is finite dimensional. For any 1: E T there is a homomorphism 
er : F•(M, T) --+ F•(M) and e; : F•(M) ® RT --+ F•(M) 
consisting in specializing the parameter t ET to 1:. Obviously er'fJ=e:, 
de;= e;d, deT = erd. So there result maps ei and e;* for the cohomology 
spaces. As one easily shows 
e;*: H•(G, V, n) ® RT--+ H•(G, V, n) ® R=H•(G, V, n) 
is obtained by specializing the parameter t E T to T. Taking an element 
IX E H•(G, V, n) ® RT, er(1X) E H•(G, V, n) depends in coo way on 1:. So 
we obtain 
Proposition. Let (P) be valid and H•(G, V, n) be finite dimensional. 
Let f E F•(M, T) and df=O, and (f) the corresponding element of 
H(F•(M, T)). Then (f) is in a natural fashion a coo map from T to 
H•(G, V, n); ei[f] is the value that (f] takes in T E T. 
Now if in the situation of §3d, G is a group satisfying (P) and 
H*(G, V, n) finite dimensional it is immediate that 
•Ei=F•(MfG, H•(G, V, n)) 
and furthermore from the above proposition it follows that MfG operates 
in 0 00 way on H•(G, V, n). So theorem 6 is valid in case G happens to be 
a group satisfying (P) and finite dimensionality of H•(G, V, n) for all r. 
Now suppose that Lis a Lie group, G a closed normal subgroup, such 
that both G and LfG have property (P) and H•(G, V, n) and H•(LfG, V, n) 
are finite dimensional for any V, n and all r. We show that the same 
holds for L. Let C denote the bigraded complex from § 6 d. The complex 
obtained from C by making the cochains from C dependent in ceo way on a 
parameter t E T, will be denoted by CT. Further C ® RT has a natural 
injection 1J into CT preserving gradings and differentials. Now using (P) 
it is easily seen that the second terms of the spectral sequence arising 
from filtration with respect to the secondary degree are isomorphic, 
under 'fJ· Therefore 'fJ* : H(L, V, n) ® RT ~ H(C) ® RT--+ H(CT) is an 
isomorphism onto. Using the same type of argument that established 
proposition 1 in § 6 d, it follows that without changing the cohomology C 
may be replaced by the subcomplex of equivariant cochains on L and 
C1, by the subcomplex of equivariant cochains on L that depend in ceo 
way on t E T. These restrictions are compatible with 'fJ· So we find that 
(P) is established for L in case M = L. Further it follows by the spectral 
argument that H•(L, V, n) are finite dimensional. To establish (P) for 
any M it is sufficient to observe that by the arguments of § 3 c, 
H(F•(M, T))=H(F•(L, T)). 
27 Series A 
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Now proposition (P) may be established for discrete groups G of finite 
homology type, i.e. groups G such that for any (finite dimensional) vector-
space V and any representation n, the homology groups Hn(G, V, n) are 
finite dimensional for all n. The proof is simple and based on the relation 
that in such a situation for any (not necessarily finite dimensional) 
vectorspace W, Hn(G, V ® W, n ® id) "'Hom (Hn(G, V*, n), W), where 
V* is the dual of V and n the representation contragredient to n. 
Further a connected Lie group G has property (P). First one shows 
(by the arguments of § 3 c) that the complex of equivariant T-cochains 
on M m~y be replaced by the complex of equivariant T-cochains on G. 
Next by the same method as employed in (4] this complex may be replaced 
by the complex of V-valued equivariant T-forms on GJK, where K is the 
maximal compact subgroup of G. Finally, since the space of equivariant 
V-valued differential forms on GfK is finite dimensional, proposition (P) 
follows. 
For the purposes of § 3 d) etc. a Lie group will be defined to be of 
finite homology type if the quotient by the maximal connected subgroup 
is a discrete group of finite homology type. 
§ 7. So far we have been dealing with group cohomology based on 
differentiable cochains. For compact groups this cohomology is trivial. 
One might ask whether relaxing continuity requirements on the cochains 
might give also in this case non-trivial cohomology. One might think 
for example of the following type .of cochains. If G is a Lie group and A 
an abelian Lie group (not necessarily connected), then an n-cochain on 
G with values in A, would be an equivariant A-valued function of n+ 1 
arguments in G that is continuous and smooth everywhere except in a 
nowhere dense subset of Gn+I of measure zero where discontinuities may 
occur; assume for simplicity that G operates trivially on A. There seems 
to be some reason to consider such cochains, since by such cochains 
group extensions of compact groups by abelian not necessarily connected 
groups can be handled. This shows furthermore the non-triviality of the 
second cohomology group in various cases. But one can construct also 
decent examples in which the cohomology groups of dimension 3 and 4 
are non trivial, where cohomology based on continuous cochains would 
be trivial. 
On the basis of the available material there seems to be a chance 
for the following conjecture: Let G be a compact Lie group, and A a 
discrete abelian group. The group cohomology of G with coefficients 
in A and based on almost everywhere continuous cochains is isomorphic 
with the cohomology of the classifying space of G with coefficients in A. 
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